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Secure and Privacy-Preserving Smartphone-Based
Traffic Information Systems
Stylianos Gisdakis, Vasileios Manolopoulos, Sha Tao, Ana Rusu, and Panagiotis Papadimitratos

Abstract—Increasing smartphone penetration, combined with
the wide coverage of cellular infrastructures, renders smartphonebased traffic information systems (TISs) an attractive option. The
main purpose of such systems is to alleviate traffic congestion
that exists in every major city. Nevertheless, to reap the benefits
of smartphone-based TISs, we need to ensure their security and
privacy and their effectiveness (e.g., accuracy). This is the motivation of this paper: We leverage state-of-the-art cryptographic
schemes and readily available telecommunication infrastructure.
We present a comprehensive solution for smartphone-based traffic
estimation that is proven to be secure and privacy preserving. We
provide a full-blown implementation on actual smartphones, along
with an extensive assessment of its accuracy and efficiency. Our
results confirm that smartphone-based TISs can offer accurate
traffic state estimation while being secure and privacy preserving.
Index Terms—Privacy, security, traffic information systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

T

RAFFIC congestion deteriorates the quality of life of
citizens and contributes significantly to environmental
pollution and economic loss. Traffic information systems (TISs)
aim at solving this problem by collecting traffic data, producing
traffic estimates, and providing drivers with location-specific
information. The increasing smartphone penetration, along with
the wide coverage of cellular networks, defines an unprecedented large-scale network of sensors, with extensive spatial
and temporal coverage, able to serve as traffic probes for TISs.
To reap the benefits of smartphone-based TISs, users must
participate in large numbers. Ideally, anyone possessing a
smartphone should contribute to the TIS. Nevertheless, this
very openness of such systems renders them vulnerable to
adversaries and malicious users. It is thus necessary to secure
the collection of data and render the contributing users (smartphones) accountable. This is a task that cannot be achieved only
by relying on the security of the mobile-to-cellular infrastructure communication.
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At the same time, as TISs require fine-grained location
information, the privacy of the contributing participants must
be protected. This need for privacy is intensified in the context
of smartphone-based TISs. Smartphones already reveal a great
deal of, possibly sensitive, information to the cellular operators (e.g., user identity, coarse-grained location, and calling/
messaging actions among others). Thus, it is important that
the introduction of smartphone-based TISs does not, under any
circumstances, deteriorate user privacy.
These points define a challenging tradeoff; although users
should be able to participate in the system in an anonymous
manner, they should be held, at the same time, fully accountable
for their actions. Furthermore, the introduction of security and
privacy protection mechanisms should neither deplete the user
platform resources (i.e., computation resources, battery, and
bandwidth) nor should it come at the expense of the TIS’s
efficiency and accuracy.
Balancing security, privacy, effectiveness and efficiency is
not straightforward. In most cases, the literature considers the
aforementioned aspects separately, either overlooking security
and privacy and focusing on the traffic estimation aspects of
TISs or considering security and privacy without evaluating
their effect on the efficiency and the accuracy of the TIS. This
sets the challenge ahead: Can we leverage smartphones and
build efficient, secure, and privacy-preserving TISs of unprecedented spatial coverage?
Contributions: We meet this challenge by addressing security and privacy protection aspects of smartphone-based TISs.
Moreover, we assess their effect on the accuracy of traffic
estimation. More specifically, building on our prior work [1]–
[3], we present a smartphone-based TIS and assess its accuracy
through Global Positioning System (GPS) traces in the presence
of traffic estimation errors and for different values of location reporting rates and accumulation frames. Furthermore, by
leveraging cellular providers, existing telecommunication standards and state-of-the-art cryptographic schemes, we propose
a comprehensive security and privacy-preserving architecture,
resilient against offending users and TISs entities. We formally
assess the security and privacy properties of the system and
demonstrate its efficiency through extensive evaluations.
This paper is organized as follows. The remainder of this
section surveys the literature. Section II presents an overview
of our smartphone-based TIS and discusses the sought security and privacy properties. In Section III, we present the
proposed architecture protocols. Section IV provides a detailed
security and privacy analysis. We evaluate the performance
of our system in Sections V and VI. Finally, we conclude in
Section VII.
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A. TISs

B. Security and Privacy Issues

State-of-the-practice traffic data collection relies on roadside
sensors, e.g., inductive loop detectors (ILDs), to gather information about traffic flow at fixed points on the road network
[4], [5]. Although widely accepted, the use of fixed sensors
comes with a high deployment cost. Moreover, roadside sensors
are deficient in estimating the speed over an entire road link
because they measure the speed at the spot of deployment.
The literature also suggests the use of dedicated vehicles, i.e.,
probe vehicles (PVs), as floating traffic probes [6], [7]. PVs
are equipped with GPS receivers and dedicated communication links. A large number of such dedicated vehicles render
accurate traffic status estimations feasible [8]. Nevertheless, the
cost of having dedicated communication links between the invehicle equipment and the traffic management center is still
a limiting factor [9]. Moreover, PVs, usually chosen from a
particular group of vehicles, e.g., taxis or buses, may provide
biased traffic information [10].
Mobile phones are increasingly used for traffic data collection. Smartphone-based road status estimation avoids considerable installation and maintenance costs, both in terms
of vehicle equipment and roadside infrastructure. In addition,
mobile phones, serving as traffic probes, offer increased coverage (particularly) when compared with dedicated PVs. In
the end of 2013, there were approximately 6.8 billion mobile subscriptions [11], corresponding almost to 100% of the
world’s population. Any mobile phone that is switched on, even
if not in use, can act as a probe. Additionally, the sales of
smartphones, most of which are equipped with assisted GPS
(A-GPS) modules, shows a strong growth; the total shipments
in 2012 were 1597 million, thus, making smartphones 32% of
all handsets shipped [12].
Past field trials introduced the idea of using mobile phones
as traffic probes in TISs [10], [13]–[15]. Nevertheless, they did
not consider urban arterial roads. In [10], it was suggested that
future research efforts should focus on arterial roads rather than
freeways, for which traffic sensors have already been deployed.
Nonetheless, this is challenging as arterial roads entail lower
traffic volumes with varying speeds, and they are controlled by
signals at intersections [6], [14], [16].
Previous works employed network-based probe methods that
leverage network signaling information, e.g., handoff information or time/angle (difference) of arrivals. Nevertheless, a few
of them were handset based (i.e., using GPS-enabled phones).
Handset field trials were held by Globis Data [17] and Mobile
Century [18]. Their results demonstrated that network-based
probe systems cannot provide accurate traffic estimations in
the case of arterial roads due to their additional complexity. On
the other hand, a handset-based mobile probe system could be
more suitable for arterial roads; however, this has not yet been
verified (by either of the aforementioned field tests). Two points
were identified as obstacles toward a large-scale deployment of
mobile-phone-based TISs [19]: The communications cost and
the slow uptake of GPS-enabled phones. Nonetheless, these
obstacles have been bypassed by the increasing capacity of
modern cellular networks [e.g., third generation and Long Term
Evolution (LTE)] and the current smartphone market share.

Developing TISs that collect location samples from devices,
carried by individuals in their everyday lives, poses serious
privacy implications. At the same time, the exchanged data
must be trustworthy as the feedback provided by the TIS affects
the actual traffic conditions. TISs require strong guarantees
with respect to the security of the communications and the
privacy of the individuals contributing to the TIS. To this end,
authentication, access control, and confidentiality mechanisms
must be in place. Moreover, attacks targeting the location
privacy of the participating users should be mitigated. Even
when location samples are collected in an anonymous manner
(thus not revealing the real identity of users), breaching user
privacy is still possible. More specifically, successive anonymous location updates from smartphones still reveal spatial and
temporal correlations that can be used as indirect identifiers.
Such correlations can be exploited by tracking techniques [20],
[21] to reconstruct a vehicle’s whereabouts and, thus, infer
frequently visited places, e.g., home or workplace. In such
cases, user deanonymization could be easy. To overcome these
threats, path cloaking [22] and privacy-preserving sampling
techniques [23] have been proposed. In this paper, we do not
consider threats against data sets of location samples; rather,
we try to address the problem of securing communications and
interactions within the system while removing any direct link
between a device and its location.
The Mobile Century team presented a privacy-preserving
smartphone-based TIS [18] that leverages a scheme, known as
virtual trip lines (VTLs), that defines the road points at which
samples should be submitted. Their system comprises a client
application running on mobile phones, an ID proxy server, the
traffic server, and a VTL generator. The mobile clients and
the traffic server, or the VTL generator, communicate through
the ID proxy, which is responsible for user authentication. Each
location update, submitted by a mobile client, to the traffic
server contains the location and the identity of the phone,
each encrypted with a different key. The identity of the device
is encrypted with a symmetric key known to the ID proxy.
Similarly, the location information is encrypted with the public
key of the traffic server; thus, it is accessible only by it. These
keys are established and installed on the mobile client during its
initialization. The scheme achieves privacy under the assumption that the traffic and the ID proxy servers do not collude
and it requires a third party for the identity management. This
point introduces an extra burden for deployment and requires
a third party that establishes trust relations with the clients
participating in the TISs.
Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) are related to TISs.
The industry, academia, and standardization bodies [24], [25]
have converged to the use of pseudonymous authentication
for protecting the location privacy of vehicles [24], [26]–[31].
These ephemeral identities are public/private key pairs, used
for identifying and authenticating vehicles both in the context
of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)
communications [32].
Group signatures provide conditional anonymity and have
been proposed for VANETs [33], [34]. In the context of
location-based services, a privacy-preserving key management
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Fig. 1. Overview of a smartphone-based TIS (inspired by [3]).

Fig. 2. Traffic estimation component.

scheme for VANETs was proposed in [35]. However, none of
these works considers traffic estimation. In [35], roadside unit
(RSU)-based communications (not yet broadly deployed) were
assumed; here, in contrast, we focus on the existing cellular
infrastructure. While RSUs may be a lesser threat to location
privacy (e.g., due to limited deployment or functionality), cellular operators maintain detailed connectivity to infrastructure
and thus location information. They could even link interactions
of a mobile with the TIS, or any other service, by means of
unique identifiers such as the International Mobile Subscriber
Identity (IMSI) and the International Mobile Station Equipment
Identity (IMEI). Even worse, in case cellular providers collude
with the TIS server, to which users submit their traffic reports,
it is trivial to identify users and completely reconstruct their
whereabouts. Finally, smartphone-based TISs can be viewed as
an instantiation of participatory sensing (PS) systems, which
raise similar security and privacy challenges (see [36]). A number of solutions have been developed for security and privacy
protection in PS systems, without leveraging cellular security
architecture. We refer the interested reader to a recent work for
the state-of-the-art [37].

II. S ECURE AND P RIVACY-P RESERVING TIS S
Fig. 1 presents an overview of our smartphone-based TIS.
The system comprises smartphone clients, equipped with
A-GPS receivers, and a traffic estimation server as the back-end
infrastructure. An application is installed on each smartphone
to report periodically the location of the device to the traffic
information server or to query the server for traffic conditions
in its proximity. The traffic estimation server processes the
client-submitted data and responds to queries with predefined
values representing the average speed on every road link in the
area of the querying smartphone. These values are classified
as traffic congestion levels (i.e., “low,” “medium,” “high”) that
are subsequently illustrated with different colors, on top of a
map, so that drivers can choose the optimal route (see Fig. 1).
Communications between the smartphones and the back-end
system are done over the cellular network.
We have developed a simulation framework for traffic estimation leveraging our previous work [1]. This framework
emulates smartphone-based urban traffic estimation and has
three parts (Fig. 2): a microscopic traffic simulation, a location data processing and speed aggregation module, and
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a performance evaluation and results representation module.
We simulate urban road networks and traffic conditions by
generating “actual” location tracks for each vehicle/mobile. The
generated location samples are preprocessed and degraded to
emulate “realistic” measurements. This preprocessing defines
the percentage of vehicles that are equipped with A-GPS mobile phones (according to a penetration rate) and introduces
statistical errors to the location updates. Then, the location data
are postprocessed by a two-step filtering process. A simple
data screening scheme is employed to filter out unexpected
position and speed estimates. This filtering process assigns
speed estimates to all road links that are later aggregated at
predefined time intervals. Based on specified thresholds, the
estimated link speeds are classified into several traffic condition
levels, illustrated as colored road segments on the smartphone
displays (see Fig. 1). The assessment of the accuracy and the
coverage of our system are discussed in Section VI.
A. Security and Privacy for TIS
1) Adversarial Model: Smartphone-based TISs are inherently open systems and thus vulnerable to adversarial behavior. We first consider external adversaries, i.e., unauthorized
entities that try to harm the system operation. Such adversaries
can eavesdrop, intercept, and modify the communication of
the system entities (see Section III-A). They can also launch
jamming attacks, but we do not dwell on such attacks; we rely
on the cellular operator for their mitigation.
We also consider internal adversaries, i.e., user devices
or TIS entities, that exhibit malicious behavior. Malicious or
comprised mobile devices might submit faulty traffic reports
to pollute the traffic estimation process (e.g., by claiming
nonexistent traffic jams or accidents). After a disruptive action,
adversaries might repudiate it (e.g., deny having sent a message
that falsely indicates an accident). For the infrastructure components, we consider honest-but-curious system entities that
correctly execute protocols but try to harm the privacy of users,
possibly using inference and filtering techniques to reconstruct
the whereabouts of vehicles. More than one system entity could
collude to harm user privacy.
2) Security and Privacy Requirements: In the presence of
such adversaries, the system should satisfy the following security and privacy requirements.
• Authentication and authorization (R1 ): Only authorized
devices shall be able to submit traffic reports or retrieve
traffic status updates from the TIS.
• Anonymity (R2 ): Transactions should be performed in
a privacy-preserving manner. More specifically, the TIS
should receive guarantees for the eligibility of the device
with respect to the TIS service. No information concerning
the real identity of the device and, consequently, of the
subscriber should leak. Moreover, traffic reports should
not be traced back to devices.
• Report unlinkability (R3 ): Ideally, the TIS should not be
able to link reports originating from the same device. However, inference techniques can (with some probability) link
anonymous reports from the same device [38]. To this end,
the TIS system should render such inference attacks hard.
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• Confidentiality/Integrity (R4 ): The confidentiality and the
integrity of the communications between the system entities (i.e., infrastructure and smartphones) should be
ensured.
• Accountability (R5 ): User devices should be held liable
for actions disrupting the system operation. The system
should provide the necessary means for the identification
(deanonymization) and the eviction of faulty devices.1
After their eviction (revocation of their credentials), offending devices should no longer be able to participate in
the TIS.
III. S ECURITY AND P RIVACY A RCHITECTURE
We employ the architecture first presented in [2], based
on the Generic Bootstrapping Architecture (GBA) proposed
by the 3G Partnership Project consortium. GBA leverages
cellular network authentication mechanisms and enables user
access to third-party applications and services. In addition to
being a widely accepted telecommunication standard, the GBA
integrates identification and authentication schemes already
deployed by network operators. Furthermore, it integrates universal integrated circuit cards (UICCs) in the authentication
process. The tamper-proof properties of these secure modules
enhance the trustworthiness of our system. Nevertheless, the
GBA does not consider subscriber privacy. To this end, our architecture achieves enhanced privacy protection, by employing
state-of-the-art anonymous authentication schemes.
A. System Components and Trust Establishment
• Mobile device: A mobile application runs on drivers/
passengers’ smartphones. It calculates the location of the
smartphone (i.e., via GPS or A-GPS), and it reports it to
the TIS server (see Section II).
• GBA gateway: The GBA gateway is administered by the
cellular operator. It authenticates devices to the cellular
network, and sets up security associations between a device and the here introduced group signature center (GSC).
• GSC: This authority manages and issues anonymous credentials to the registered users (discussed later in this
section). The GSC is an addition to the GBA that permits
the creation, distribution, revocation, and management of
anonymous credentials.
• Traffic estimation server: This entity performs traffic estimation based on the samples submitted by legitimate
users. It also exposes the required interfaces that allow
authorized users to query for traffic conditions at an area
of interest.
Fig. 3 presents an overview of our architecture. When the
user launches our mobile application, the device initiates the authentication process with the GBA gateway (see Section III-C).
If this process is successful, the mobile device gets authorized
by the GSC, and it receives anonymous credentials to protect its
privacy. Then, the device can participate in the traffic estimation
process by submitting or requesting information.
1 The

detection of faulty behavior is orthogonal to this investigation.
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Fig. 3. System overview.

Our goal is to provide authentication while ensuring unlinkability and anonymity of traffic reports. An honest-but-curious
TIS server or an outsider getting access to the accumulated
data should not be able to map location information to users.
Moreover, the mobile operator, which administers the GBA
gateway and has access to the user identities, should not be able
to retrieve their fine-grained location data.
We establish trust by means of digital certificates and cryptographic keys. More specifically, the mobile application possesses the certificates of the GBA gateway and the GSC.
This way, it can establish secure communication channels with
these entities. To authenticate the traffic estimation server, its
certificate must be installed on the smartphone. We assume that
these certificates are generated by one (or multiple) certification
authority (CA) and that the mobile application trusts the corresponding root certificates. Similarly, the GBA and the GSC
establish trust by exchanging their digital certificates.
B. System Initialization
To bootstrap the system, the GSC initializes a group signature scheme. Our system supports (but it is not limited
to) two cryptographic schemes, i.e., “short group signatures”
(known as the BBS scheme) [39] and “group signatures with
verifier local revocation” (GS-VLR) [40]. They are initialized
as follows:
• Two multiplicative cyclic groups G1 and G2 of prime
order p, with g1 and g2 being their respective group
generators;
• an isomorphism ψ from G1 to G2 ;
• a map e : G1 × G2 → GT (where GT is also multiplicative and of prime order p) that satisfies the following
properties:
— e is bilinear: ∀ u ∈ G1 , v ∈ G2 and a, b ∈ Z, we have:
e(ua , v b ) = e(u, v)ab
— e(g1 , g2 ) = 1 (nondegeneracy property).
During the initialization phase, the KeyGen(n) algorithm
(with n being the number of mobile devices participating in the
TIS) is executed, as defined in [39] and [40]. This algorithm,
given g2 and ψ, computes g1 ← ψ(g2 ). Moreover, additional
parameters used by the GSC are defined as follows.
• h ← G2 \ {1G1 } (where 1G1 is the identity element
of G1 ).
• ξ1 , ξ2 ← Z∗p so that for u, v ∈ G1 : uξ1 = v ξ2 = h.
• A secret parameter γ ← Zp∗ and a parameter w so that:
w = g2γ .

Fig. 4.

GBA authentication flow.

KeyGen(n) generates a group public key gpk from the tuple
(g1 , g2 , h, u, v, w). The pair (ξ1 , ξ2 ) is the secret key (gmsk)
of the GSC. It is used whenever a signature produced by a
group member must be opened (traced back to its source). All
n devices that submit traffic reports to the TIS form a group.
C. Device Authentication and Report Submission
Each mobile device is equipped with a UICC module, i.e.,
a tamper-proof card, where the mobile operator stores the key
each device uses to get authenticated to the cellular network.
More specifically, each device possesses a long-term key MK
shared with the mobile operator. The GBA protocol [41] (see
Fig. 4) leverages this key for authentication.
• Step 1: The device that wishes to be authenticated sends to
the GBA gateway an authentication request that contains
its identity (i.e., IMSI).
• Step 2: The GBA gateway responds with an HTTP Unauthorized (401) message and dispatches the following challenge to the device:
Challenge : RANDOM, AUTN

(1)

where RANDOM is a one-time nonce, and AUTN is a
token used to authenticate the GBA gateway to the device.
• Steps 3 and 4: The UICC calculates an integrity key (IK),
a cipher key (CK), a session key (SK), a response to the
challenge, and an application key (KsNAF ) as
IK : f1 (RANDOM, MK)

(2)

CK : f2 (RANDOM, MK)

(3)

KS : IK  CK

(4)

RES : f3 (RANDOM, MK)

(5)

KsNAF : fks (KS, RANDOM)

(6)

where f1 , f2 , f3 , and fks are secure key generation functions. The device sends RES to the GBA gateway.
• Step 5: The GBA computes KsNAF and validates
the response; upon success, it sends to the device
a bootstrapping-temporal ID (B-TID). Furthermore, it
pushes to the GSC (via a secure and authenticated channel)
KsNAF and B-TID.
After the bootstrapping process is finished, the device authenticates itself to the GSC using the HTTP digest authentication, over a secure transport layer security (TLS) tunnel, using
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Fig. 5.

Device authentication and sample submission.

the previously acquired KsNAF and B-TID. Once a device i
is authenticated, the GSC creates its private key (gski ), that
1/(γ+xi )
is (g1
, xi ) where xi ← Z∗p [39]. Both the gpk and the
corresponding gski are pushed to the mobile device via a secure
TLS channel. These group credentials allow the application to
submit traffic reports to (or query) the TIS server in a privacypreserving manner. The GS-VLR scheme generates a revoca1/(γ+xi )
. These tokens are used during the
tion token grti = g1
signature verification process to identify if a device is evicted
or not (Section III-D).
Smartphones submit traffic reports and traffic status queries
(for an area of interest) through cellular networks or RSUs
(if they are within their proximity), To provide guarantees
concerning the authenticity of the TIS server, we use oneway TLS authentication. To prevent unauthorized devices from
accessing the TIS, we ensure the integrity of the submitted
reports. Reports have


reporti = loc  t  σsgsk .
i
loc denotes the coordinates of the smartphone, t is a timestamp ensuring the freshness of the report, and σsgsk is the
i
cryptographic signature produced with gski . By executing the
corresponding signature verification algorithm, the TIS server
can assess the authenticity of the submitted message. If required, the traffic server can request the latest gpk directly from
the GSC. If the GS-VLR scheme is used, the traffic server
performs additional checks regarding the revocation status of
the device that produced the signature (see Fig. 5).
To reduce the cryptographic overhead, we introduce the
notion of packaging of traffic reports. More specifically, we
decouple the sampling period from the reporting period. A
mobile device does not send to the TIS individual traffic reports
but packages (i.e., groups) of them. This reduces the number of
signatures a device generates and the number of connections
established with the server. However, this trades off privacy
for performance: Location samples grouped together can be
trivially linked. We investigate this tradeoff in Section VI.
D. Device Eviction
If the traffic server determines that some of the submitted
samples significantly deviate from the rest, it can initiate a
revocation process to prevent the offending devices from further
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accessing the system. This process requires the gmsk (see
Section III-B) to open the signature of a report and reveal the
identity of the device. The traffic server (that provides the signature σ to be opened) and the mobile operator (that keeps a map
of the KsNAF keys issued along with the corresponding device
identities) must cooperate to revoke the offending device.
In [39] and [40], the Open(gpk, gmsk, M, σ) algorithm is
1/(γ+xi )
defined: it outputs the g1
part of gski . Based on this, it
is trivial to identify the device that generated the signature. The
identified device is revoked, by adding the corresponding grti to
the revocation list (RL) published by the GSC. Consequently,
once the traffic server receives a request or a sample from a
revoked device, it can reject it by checking the RL.
IV. S ECURITY AND P RIVACY A NALYSIS
A systematic analysis of the properties of the group signature
schemes is presented in [39] and [40]. Here, we focus on the
security and privacy properties of our architecture, with respect
to the requirements defined in Section II-A2.
Communication confidentiality and integrity are achieved by
the TLS channels (requirement R4 ). Furthermore, each system
component is provided with credentials (i.e., certificates and
keys) for authentication (R1 ). Unauthorized devices will not be
authenticated and thus will not receive a gski . As a result, they
will not be able to participate in the TIS (R1 ). Samples signed
with the same gski cannot be linked. Nevertheless, location data
submitted during one TLS session can be trivially linked based
on the network identifiers of a device (IP and MAC addresses).
To overcome this, we use the TOR anonymization network,
which conceals the identity of devices by forwarding traffic
through a network of relays (R2/3 ).
The employed cryptographic schemes ensure nonrepudiation. More specifically, in [39], an interactive JOIN protocol
that guarantees that only the device possesses gski is defined;
thus, the GSC cannot forge signatures. This ensures exculpability (no entity can forge signatures except the intended holder
of the key [42]). Devices that deemed misbehaving can be
evicted from the system by leveraging the revocation protocol
described in Section III-D (R5 ).
An honest-but-curious TIS server has access to the location
samples submitted (anonymously) by the mobile devices, and
it can reconstruct their whereabouts by leveraging filtering
techniques (see Section III-D).
The GBA gateway cannot harm user privacy because it has
no access to the samples submitted by their devices. As a
result, it cannot reconstruct the whereabouts of the vehicles.
Accordingly, the GSC can infer no user identifying information
because it only knows the temporal identifiers (B-TID) of the
devices (see Section III-C).
A. Formal System Analysis
We verify our system in π-Calculus with ProVerif, an automated protocol verifier [43] that models each system entity
as a process and the authentication protocols as parallel compositions of these processes. ProVerif assumes sets of names
and variables along with a finite signature Σ that comprises
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TABLE I
F ORMAL S ECURITY A NALYSIS

TABLE II
P RIVACY L EAKAGE FOR A DVERSARY-C ONTROLLED S YSTEM E NTITIES

TABLE III
C OMPLEXITY A NALYSIS BASED ON [45]

all the function symbols along with their arity. The basic
cryptographic primitives are modeled as symbolic operations
over bit strings that represent messages and are encoded with
the use of constructors and destructors. Constructors generate
messages, whereas destructors retrieve parts of the messages
they are applied to.
The correctness of the protocols is examined in the presence
of Dolev–Yao adversaries [44]; they can eavesdrop, modify,
and forge messages according to the cryptographic keys they
possess. To examine if the adversary can obtain a piece of information i, ProVerif uses the predicate attacker(i). This initiates
a resolution algorithm with its input being a set of Horn clauses
that describe the protocol. The algorithm outputs true if and
only if i can be obtained by the attacker, and false otherwise. If
i cannot be obtained by the attacker, then its secrecy is ensured.
Furthermore, ProVerif can prove strong secrecy properties; the
adversary cannot infer changes over secret values. To examine
strong-secrecy for data i, the predicate noninterf is used.
We examine the secrecy and strong secrecy properties of
our architecture with respect to all the critical pieces of information. Table I summarizes our findings, based on which
we can see that our system ensures both properties. The
adversary cannot obtain or infer cryptographic keys (i.e.,
MK, IK, CK, KsNAF , gski ) (R1,4 ) and device identifiers, i.e.,
IMSI and B-TID (R2 ). Moreover, although some of the cryptographic keys are ephemeral, the adversary cannot infer changes
over them. We do not evaluate the strong secrecy of IMSI and
MK as they do not change over time.
We also use ProVerif to model adversary-controlled system
entities that individually or collaboratively try to harm the
privacy of users. As such scenarios are not captured by the
Dolev–Yao model, we employ spy channels; they are accessible
to the adversary, and used by adversary-controlled entities to
publish their state, keys, and variables. Accordingly, to emulate
colluding infrastructure entities, we assume multiple spy channels for each of them. Such an analysis allows us to examine
what happens, in terms of privacy, for various combinations of
honest-but-curious (colluding) entities.
Table II summarizes our findings. If the GBA and the GSC
collude, they can infer that a device participates in the TIS
system. Nevertheless, they cannot link traffic reports to the
device; thus, the location privacy of the device is preserved.
Similarly, even if GBA and TIS collude, they cannot link traffic
reports to devices since they do not possess the corresponding
gski . A collusion between the GSC and the TIS does not harm
privacy as they do not know device identities. To completely
deanonymize users and their whereabouts, the GBA gateway
must reveal user identities and publish all KsNAF and B-TIDs.

TABLE IV
S PACE C OMPLEXITY [45] AND S IGNATURE S IZE ( BITS )

With these pieces of information, the GSC and the ITS server
can invoke the revocation protocol (see Section III-D) to link
all samples to their respective device identities. Nevertheless,
as these entities belong to different administrative domains (i.e.,
GBA is administered by the cellular provider), we consider such
a scenario a rather improbable one especially since users can be
subscribed to multiple cellular providers.
V. S IMULATION S ETUP
We model urban traffic on arterial roads, with the SUMO
microscopic road traffic simulator [46]. To emulate realistic
field conditions, we degrade the quality and the quantity of the
collected location samples: We define the percentage of tracked
vehicles and the error statistics for A-GPS location updates.
We proceed with a two-step postprocessing: a Kalman filter
(KF) transforms the A-GPS measurements to dynamical state
estimates of position and velocity. Then, we use data screening
schemes to eliminate undesired data. A challenge for networkbased mobile probe systems is the detection of nonvalid probes
(e.g., probes from users in buildings or pedestrians). Although
such outliers affect the accuracy of the traffic estimation [47],
we can safely assume that users use our application only in their
vehicles. Nonetheless, by leveraging the broad gamut of sensing
capabilities of smartphones it is now feasible to recognize user
activity (i.e., walking, driving or standing still2 ).
As the estimated trajectories still deviate from the real ones,
due to the introduced location errors, we apply map-matching
to get traffic information for each link. Finally, aggregates
(i.e., according to the aggregation period) of the average speed
estimations are calculated for every road link.
To estimate the CPU footprint of the security and privacy
protection mechanisms, we consider two setups: one with all
the security and privacy mechanisms in place and another where
we simply rely on a TLS channel with one-way authentication
2 http://developer.android.com/training/location/activity-recognition.html
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Fig. 6. Traffic Estimation Evaluation. (a) Speed estimation accuracy in km/h with 95% confidence interval. (b) Speed estimation availability in percentage with
95% confidence interval.

(i.e., clients are not authenticated by the server). The difference,
in terms of performance, between these two setups is an indication of the overhead that our scheme introduces.
We have also implemented a tracker in Java to emulate
honest-but-curious traffic servers that leverage KFs to reconstruct the whereabouts of the vehicles. Once a vehicle enters
the simulation, a KF is created for it and tracks it throughout its
trip. Based on a “ground truth file,” included in the simulation,
we assess the achieved privacy.
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
1) Complexity Analysis: Table III gives an overview of the
complexity of the cryptographic primitives in our system. We
provide the number of modular exponentiations (MEs) and
pairing evaluations (PEs ) needed by the two group signature
schemes. For the GS-LVR scheme, r is the number of revoked
devices. Table IV presents the size of the keys as a function
of L, which signifies the desired security level. For example,
for a security level of 112 bits, we have L = 224. To calculate
the report packet size, we sum the sizes of the IP/TCP headers,
the digital signature (see Section III-C), the GPS coordinates
(32 bits) and the timestamp (32 bits).
2) Traffic Estimation: The first metric we consider is the
speed estimation availability within each time interval, i.e.,
the number of links for which an estimated average traffic
speed exists, divided by the total number of road links. The
second metric is the mean accuracy of speed estimation for
the road links. To calculate it, the estimated speed is compared

against the “ground truth” speed of the simulations. We identify
two parameters that affect the accuracy of traffic estimation:
Sampling period, i.e., the frequency at which smartphones
report their location to the traffic estimation server and the
aggregation period, i.e., the time period over which the server
accumulates location data before processing them (to produce
traffic estimations). Our findings show, as expected, a clear
correlation between the sampling frequency and the accuracy
of the traffic estimation: Higher reporting frequencies improve
accuracy. Nevertheless, requesting more frequent location updates results in a marginal improvement of the speed estimation
availability. On the other hand, the aggregation period has a
clear effect on speed estimation availability, but it does not
significantly influence the accuracy of the traffic estimation.
More specifically, longer aggregation periods yield improved
availability.
We obtained our data sets from ten simulation runs with
randomness in selecting 10% (250 vehicles) of the total number
of vehicles. The reason we assumed such a penetration rate
is to be close to the minimum requirements (more than 7%)
for reliable arterial state estimation [6], [48], [49]. Fig. 6(a)
presents the accuracy of our TIS for different location sampling
frequencies and aggregation windows. As the figure shows,
increasing the location sampling rate yields better accuracy.
More specifically, when smartphones submit location samples
every 5 s, our system produces accurate estimations, which, as
the simulation progresses, converge toward the “ground truth.”
As the sampling frequency decreases, the estimated value diverges from the actual values because the KFs are provided
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Fig. 8.

Latency Evaluation for the single-core device.

Fig. 7. CPU Load (BBS scheme).

with fewer samples and thus cannot produce accurate estimates.
Even in this case, the estimation error is not significant (average
accuracy error 3 km/h in the worst case). Regarding the aggregation intervals, we observe that different aggregation windows affect the accuracy of the estimation. Larger aggregation
intervals imply more accurate results. The reason is that the
samples collected are simply proportional to the aggregation
window size.
Next, we examine how the speed estimation availability
varies for different aggregation periods. As Fig. 6(b) shows,
larger aggregation windows significantly increase the number
of road links for which our system has produced estimates.
An aggregation interval of 15 min allows our traffic estimation module to produce estimations for approximately 80%
of the road links. The actual value depends on the sampling
frequency because more frequent location sampling provides
slightly better system coverage. Nevertheless, even for low
aggregation windows (i.e., 5 min), our system still produces
accurate estimates for the majority of the road links.
3) Security Overhead: The security and privacy mechanisms of our architecture introduce overhead. This is important
considering the resource-constrained (compared with personal
computers) smartphones. The cryptographic schemes induce
delays both at the server (verification of signatures) and at the
client side (during sample transmission).
Fig. 7 shows the CPU load of three smartphones running
our application; they come with different specifications (single,
dual, and quad core). The overhead is primarily due to signature
generation. To further quantify this overhead, we execute our
traffic application on the mobile phones in the following configurations: 1) with no security; and with 2) either of the two
group signature schemes considered. We assume a sampling
period of 5 s and packaging size (see Section III-C) of one and
two samples. We chose these values to get an indication of the
CPU stress under realistic, yet resource demanding, scenarios.
The total load includes all functionality: communication, map
display, and security. On the single-core device, 80% of CPU’s
duty cycles are consumed by our application. Nevertheless,
the contribution of the security and privacy mechanisms is
quite small. The comparison of the CPU load in the three
application configurations shows that the overhead introduced
due to the use of group signatures is approximately 7% on all
three phones. Although our application is demanding for lower
end phones, state-of-the-art smartphones with multiple cores
can easily support it. By doubling the size of sample packages
(i.e., a signature is produced for pairs of location samples), we
observe a reduction of approximately 5% on the CPU load.

Fig. 9. Average Tracking Duration for different sampling/packaging periods
(in seconds).

We also measure the latency introduced due to the security
and privacy mechanisms (see Fig. 8). For this, the sampling
rate is 5 s, and no packaging of samples is used. We average
the results over 50 observations. On the y-axis, we plot the time
interval between a sample si and sample si−1 . As we can see,
without security, the latency is around 5 ms. This means that
the actual sampling rate is 5 ms more than the desired one.
This latency corresponds solely to network delay. When the
BSS group signature scheme is employed, a small additional
latency of 0.2 s is introduced. For the GS − LV R scheme,
latency is higher (approximately 0.3 s) but still not significant.
In both cases, the use of group signatures does not affect the
performance of the TIS. For example, a latency of 0.5 s is
equivalent to requesting a sampling rate of 5.5 s. Even in this
case, our traffic estimation system achieves high accuracy and
coverage (see Section VI-2).
4) Privacy: We consider the average tracking duration metric, which averages the tracking duration of all vehicles with
respect to their whole trip. In Fig. 9 we plot the averagetracking duration as a function of two variables, package size
(see Section III-C), and sampling frequency. As expected, more
frequent location samples result in increased privacy loss as the
KF of the tracker receives more corrections, and it produces
better short-term predictions. Moreover, packaging reports together deteriorates location privacy but not significantly. When
the sampling period is 1 s and no packaging is used (each
sample is sent separately), the average tracking duration is
91%, whereas for the same sampling period, a packaging of
ten samples results in an average tracking duration of 97%. By
reducing the sample frequency to 10 s (a more realistic scenario
for traffic monitoring systems), the average tracking duration
drops to 60% and 85% for sample packaging sizes of 1 and
20 samples, respectively.
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Fig. 10. Average Tracking Duration for different smartphone/vehicle
populations.

The performance of the tracking algorithm depends on the
population of vehicle/mobile phones. To analyze this dependence, we simulate different populations of vehicles and mobile
phones. As this increases, the performance of the tracker deteriorates. This is expected: Higher vehicle density makes tracking
harder (more vehicles at intersections with smaller distances
between them). In Fig. 10, we present the performance of
our tracker with respect to the population size, ranging from
100 vehicles to 250. We plot the results for sampling frequencies of 1, 5, and 10 s and for packaging of ten samples per
package.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper has shown an extensive analysis on the feasibility
of deploying smartphone-based TISs. We presented a localization algorithm, suitable for GPS location samples, and evaluated it through realistic simulations. Furthermore, leveraging
state-of-the-art cryptographic and telecommunication schemes,
we presented a comprehensive security and privacy-preserving
architecture for smartphone-based TIS.
Our results confirm it is feasible to build accurate and
trustworthy smartphone-based TIS. Nevertheless, there are still
challenges ahead: Security and privacy cannot, alone, incentivize uses to participate in large numbers. Toward this, it
is interesting to provide fair and privacy-preserving incentive
mechanisms.
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